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S IX of those attending the Langdale meet set out on a clear autumn 
morning from the Dungeon Ghyll Hotel and, after passing through 
clouds on Esk Hause, dropped slowly down past Sty Head Tarn, and 
thence round the rocky corner, where all at once the whole of W asdale 
is magically revealed. There we were joined by some Fell and Rock 
members carrying sprigs of mountain ash with clusters of bright red 
berries. p 

In front of the Wastwater Hotel there were gathered a dozen or so 
mountaineers in worn and patched hill clothes, drawn from all parts 
of th~ Lakes and from many clubs. The sun shone strongly and 
a fresh wind blew gently down from Great Gable as we followed the 
six young men of W asdale who bore the coffin through the fields 
to the tiny churchyard ·behind the sheltering ring of yews. 

The simple service over, we stood silently by whilst the coffin, on 
which lay his rope and his boots and a few sprigs of rowan berries, was 
lowered into the rocky ground on the Great Gable side of the church. 
The wind sighed in the yews and the sun was warm and friendly. 

Round the door of the Wastwater Hotel groups of climbers exchanged 
memories of Speaker, the man and the mountaineer, to whom old 
and young alike went for information and advice on all mountaineering 
matters and came away not only with what they wanted, but also with 
~he sure feeling that Speaker was their close personal friend. 

The sun went out and the sky darkened as we slogged steadily up 
the stony Sty Head track, the storm broke and the hail hissed down, 
filling the valley with sweeping grey veils blurring the stark outlines 
of the fells. As quickly the sun returned, and at the magic corner we 
took one lingering look down the now smiling sun-filled valley with 
the shimmering sea beyond, and steeled ourselves to go on onwards 
with those ideals of mountaineering skill and fellowship which Speaker 
held to be of the essence of life. 

BRYAN DONKIN. 

REVIEWS 
Souvenirs d'un Peintre de Montagne. By Albert Gos. Pp. xiv, 188. Librairie 

et Edition J. H. Jeheber, Geneve, 1942. 

' AIMER sentir sa voir s' exprimer ; voila 1' Art clans toute sa force.' 
This is what Albert Gos wrote on one of the walls of his studio in 
Geneva, perched five stories up between the blue expanse of lake 
below and sky above. 

If the words are true, the artistic m,erit of his book of reminiscences 
is undeniable. For in it we have a selection of pictures from the well 
stocked memory of a man with a passion for mountains, who is 
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peculiarly aware of the unseen presences that gather about the lonely 
wanderer among their solitudes, who is completely and happily at home 
with the folk and their beasts that live upon the alp, and gives us his 
story with a spontaneity and simplicity that makes it what his son 
Charles Gos describes in his preface as ['expression d'une sensibilite qui 
se donne loyalement. 
· Albert Gos died soon after reaching the age of ninety this year. His 
book is the child of his old age, a convincing proof that old age is not 
always. a second childhood ; for its pages from beginning to end show 
that their author never lost the trustfulness, the sincerity, the boundless 
capacity for wonder and affection that are the distinguishing traits of 
a first childhood, and which are so often lost by contact with the world 
of sophisticated men. The ' petit atelier ' in the studio must have 
helped to preserve him from such loss and disillusionment. Charles 
Gos gives a delightful description of it in the preface. It \Vas fitted 
up like a real chalet, with furniture, milking stool, bells of all sorts 
and sizes, brought away froni high mountain chalets he had visited, 
where his violin had given so n1any unexpected or longingly awaited 
treats to their simple inmates. 

But Albert Gos had a deeper and surer source of spiritual refresh
ment, which gave him all through life the perpetual youth of one wh.o 
looks up and looks forward. In his own words : ' On est. !oujou!s 
moderne ou de tousles temps en respectant BEAUTE ET VERITE.' 
He saw in the snows and in the alps they nourish, both in storm and 
in sunshine, evidences of a single source of these two realities that is 
divine. So to him it came quite naturally to declare the joy they brought 
him in every form of artistic expression he could use, with his violin or 
with his brush. 

There is litt1e attempt at method or chronological order in these 
reminiscences. They are produced just as the author produced his 
pictures-and his tunes. His memory brings before him some scene, 
some anecdote, some creature that he has loved, to which his nature 
has made the generous response of a child : a mountain that reveals 
itself in silent hours, a village dance where his fiddle gives new lightness 
to lagging feet, a kid which he rescues from imprisonment and starva
tion, a viper that coils itself quietly and punctually each day beside his 
easel. Or it may be a person,' la fille en beurre,' who insisted on carry
ing down to Kandersteg a great ·part of the artist's 'gros paccaches,' 
'le pauvre Gaspard,' for whom a few weeks' humble ymployment 
procured for him at the inn by Gos constituted 'le paradis sur terre' ; 
V eronique,. who proved to be one of those ' que certaines faces de la 
religion rendent egoistes et fausses ' ; one of his musical friends, the 
' violoneux ' Bochatey who worked in the factory at V ernayaz, or the 
famous Eugene Ysaye whom we are shown quite off the platform in 
the studio at Geneva, or ' le meilleur ami ' on the r.aountain and off it, 
Emile J a veil e. It may ~e an anecdote like the ascent in storm to the 
Torrentalp, vvhen a vivid vision of the room prepared for him rather 
than consideration of the possibility of getting there was the deciding 
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factor, or the genesis of a picture like that painted on the Riffelberg, 
for which the artist received a personal letter of appreciation from 
Queen Alexandra. Whatever the subject, Gos brings it before us 
';vith the delight and simplicity of the child who takes us by the hand 
and says : Come and see what I've found ! 

The chapter on Javelle is altogether delightful reading. More than 
one of us will recall the moment of wonder when the prospect from the 
Rotenboden first came as we topped the ridge, if we follow Javelle 
leading Gos, whom he had ·blindfolded for the last two minutes of 
ascent. Javelle, who loved mountains 'jusqu'a en mourir,' died nine 
years later ; Gos was to spend. nearly seventy years more of active life 
trying to interpret them. · · 

The reproductions of his pictures in the book can convey little of 
the coloured originals; they do show us, however, how well Albert Gos 
could draw, and that is an essential qualification for any man who 
wishes to portray and not make parodies of mountains. 

Of the ten tunes, most of them dances, given in the text, he who is 
a musician must judge, and he only if he hears them in their right 
setting. What Gos himself says about jodelling appli~s to these tunes : 
' c' est la montagne qui s' ex prime musicalement ' ~ directly \\re forget 
this, it is nothing but ' cris vulgaires sans musicalite.' All his tunes 
are produced spontaneously in moments of emotional excitement, an 
art ' ne puant pas le Conservatoire ' as Y sa ye described it. We can. 
picture Gos' feelings at having to play one of his own mountain com
positions on the violin specially for Ysaye in the studio at Geneva! 
But Ysaye was more than a sympathetic listener, and Gos was too 
genuine and simple an artist to refuse or to fail. These two were once 
discussing the adagio movement in Bach's concerto in E major and the 
wonderful G sharp on which the violin comes in. To Ysaye this note 
' semble descendre du ciel,' and Gos thinks of the phrase used .. by 
another violinist of this same note : ' il sort de terre.' Y sa ye's phrase 
is the one that fits the note on which Albert Gos lived his life, a note 
' qui descend du cjel.' 

R. L. G. IRVING. 

The Tatra Mountains. By V. A. Firsoff. Pp. 128, with 6o illustrations. 
Lindsay Drummond, London, 1942. Price tos. 6d. net. 

MosT of the mountain-minded people in this country have heard of 
these mountains. Incidentally, they always refer to them as ' The 
High Tatra,' although the latter form only a part of the group, the 
Polish name of which is 'Tatry.' But very few people, even among 
those otherwise keenly interested in the excrescences on earth's surface, 
know anything about these hills but their name. What about their 
height and extent ? Are they just grassy hills or rocky peaks, and 
what sort of rock is it ? Are there any glaciers or snows ? What is 
the scenery like ? What sort of climbing do you get there ? 

A reply to all these questions (and to many others as well) can be 
found in this interesting book on the Tatra mountains. I cannot 
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think of anybody who would be better suited to write it than Mr. Firsoff. 
He lived in the Tatra for a dozen years or thereabouts. He ·is an 
expert climber and skier, but his interest in mountains is much broader 
than this. He has an open eye for the beauty of the mountain scenery 
and apparently knows quite a bit about geology, zoology and botany. 
Moreover, he seems to have quite a special fancy for folklore and 
local colour. Moreover, his English is as perfect and full as his Polish. 

All these various aspects of the Tatra are brought forward in a 
series Qf short, vividly written chapters. The narrative is quick and 
fluent and sparkles with humour. The author may be well forgiven 
his innocent trick of telling one or another time-honoured local anec
dote as if it had happened to him personally. The anecdote is still 
there and t}le account in the first person certainly adds to the freshness 
of the story ! There are many illustrations, mostly from the author's 
own photographs. Those concerned with folklo{e rank among the 
best, but those showing the mountain landscapes, although some are 
very good indeed, do not do justice to the beauty of the place. This is 
doubtless due to the difficulties imposed by war conditions. 

I should imagi.ne that anybody who has read Mr. Firsoff's pleasant 
book and has any liking for mountains at all; would feel it worth 
his ·~hile to go there some time when conditions permit. As for myself, 
on putting down his bo0k I felt very much like going straight back 
there again. J. z. BUJAK. 

Secret Mission : A Mountain Thriller. By Frank S. Smythe. Pp. 256. 
Hodder & Stoughton, London~ 1942. Price Ss. 6d. 

MR. SMYTHE calls this book a mountain thriller by the ' Happy 
Mountaineer,' and it certainly afforded some happy moments to at 
least one other mountaineer. The reviewer read the book in one 
session and could ·not go to bed until he had finished it. In so far as 
is allowable to one who has never seen the Himalaya, nor been a 
detective, he would wish to give the book unqualified praise both as 
mountain literature and as a thriller. The blemishes in this bpok are 
mainly in style; and, as is so .often the case in present day literatur~, 
the incursions into German are not happy. Several mistakes are made, 
e.g.' Sweinhund' should be Schweinehund (p. 204); 'Bei Gott' (p" 177) 
is not the correct German expression; 'Hein' (p. 209) is a French not 
·a German expression ; ' Kapitan ' (p. 203) should be Kapitiin, and 
ought it not to be Hauptmann? On p. 109 there is a statement ·on 
the problem of hauling a man out of a crevasse. Though one feels 
great diffidence in criticising anything Mr. Smythe says on moun
taineering technique, surely even three or four strong men would fail, 
unless an axe were laid under the rope. However, all said and done, 
to those who seek and appreciate a few hours' pleasurable relaxation 
from the strain of the present times, this book can be most surely 
recommended. No doubt it will become what is known in book trade 
parlance as a best seller. 

J. E. c. EATON. 
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